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Sandhill Cranes Grace Fogg Island Preserve Opening

Beaver Pond on Fogg Island

Hikers saw a coyote pup, Barred
Owl, and Sandhill Cranes.

On July 20th, 7 Lakes Alliance celebrated the opening of the
Fogg Island Preserve trail. Upon arrival the group was greeted
by a coyote pup and down the trail, hikers saw a Barred Owl
and Sandhill Cranes. There were plenty of native blueberries
ripening along the shore of Long Pond. The Preserve is a 469
acre conservation property that is home to several vernal pools,
various wetland plant and animal species including wading
birds and other waterfowl and a moose or two. This property is
bordered by over two miles of undeveloped shoreline on Long
Pond and Ingham Stream. The trail will lead you through the
upland and wetland forests down to the bog bridges onto Fogg
Island itself.

Long Pond

Ingham
Pond

Fogg Island Preserve is located about a quarter mile down
Spring Hill Road in Mt. Vernon. Hike the trail that leads to bog
bridges and the shore along Long Pond. You can also access
Fogg Island by water on the west side of Long Pond’s south
basin.

Fogg Island Preserve

For driving directions or a trail map visit
7lakesalliance.org/trailsystem

Fogg Island is located on the west shore of the
south basin of Long Pond in Mt. Vernon.

What options are available to conserve land? See page 6

Thankful for the natural beauty of the Belgrade Lakes Region.
We at 7 Lakes Alliance are reflecting upon our first year together as a team. We’re assessing our progress
in the fight against invasive variable milfoil and other organisms. We measure amounts removed, number
of boats inspected to variable milfoil from entering or spreading in our watershed, “catches” of fragments
about to enter our lakes. Land conservation is measured in acres of land conserved, monitored, cared for.
Water quality monitoring and protection efforts are seen in samples collected, microscopic organisms
counted in our lab by our Colby College interns, number of erosion control measures installed, and clarity
by the depth of the Secchi disks we watch with anticipation as they descend into our lakes.
But progress is not reflected by only numbers. The value of our relationships with: volunteers, people who
live, work and play in our communities, Colby College and other learning institutions including our local
schools, businesses and civic organizations, lake associations, and local governments are immeasurable.
When we connect people with nature through talks or trips on our lakes and mountains, we nurture
inestimable understanding, love, and resolve to care for our region. Your commitment and support makes
it possible for 7 Lakes Alliance to ensure the lands and waters of the Belgrade Lakes region can sustain our
communities for generations.
Take a moment to consider the people, wildlife, and beauty of the Belgrade Lakes region and feel
fortunate. Commit to help protect the lands and waters that sustain us all. Volunteer your time or skills.
Learn something new or renew your love for the region at a hike or training. Stop erosion on your property
or support the Youth Conservation Corps. Donate generously to 7 Lakes Alliance so we can keep working
hard each day to ensure the Belgrade Lakes watershed can sustain our communities - now and for future
generations.
Sincerely,

Fall foliage from the top of French Mountain
in Rome.
Photo credit: Jodie Mosher-Towle

Laura Rose Day
President and CEO

Tom Klingenstein
Chair, Board of Directors
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7 Lakes Alliance Efforts Remove Over 33,000 gallons of Invasive Milfoil,
Courtesy Boat Inspectors Prevent New Infestation of Invasive Milfoil
Amid the continuing threats from invasive plants and other organisms, there are also reasons to celebrate!
Thanks to years of hard work, the infestation of invasive variable milfoil has not spread from Great Meadow
Stream in Great Pond. We found no new infestations this summer, and a Courtesy Boat Inspector kept
invasive milfoil - a whole plant! – out of East Pond!
However, invasive plants and other organisms remain a serious threat to our lakes. High plant growth in
recent years is likely due in part to a longer growing season and drought. Variable milfoil, native to the
southern United States, prefers these conditions which are likely to continue. Maine is among the fastest
warming of the lower 48 states. More boat traffic within and outside of the watershed, new invasives – such
as European frogbit in nearby Cobbossee watershed - means we must keep our guard up.
This summer, 7 Lakes Alliance hired and worked with invasive plant removal contractor New England
Milfoil. Together we removed 28,480 gallons from the infested area in Great Meadow Stream and North
Bay. Our crew also removed plants from Robbins Mill Stream, Rome Trout Brook, and Belgrade Stream
(along with Friends of Messalonskee) for a total of 33,435 gallons. Teams also laid benthic barriers on the
lake bottom to kill plants, mapped growth, surveyed all of Great Pond and high risk areas in Long Pond, and
began to study how variable milfoil reproduces. Volunteers surveyed adopted shorelines – thank you!
Of course, a good offense is the best defense against invasive organisms. Courtesy Boat Inspectors at boat
launches are crucial. The “catch” of a variable milfoil plant entering East Pond in 2019 is a stark reminder of
the risk to property values and ecosystems alike. More boat trips and longer seasons are stretching resources. 7 Lakes Alliance Milfoil crew members, Hannah
And invasive plants can enter from many other places, so Adopt-A-Shoreline volunteers provide critical
Haskell and Erin O’Leary bagging variable milfoil
early detection to catch infestations early.
pulled from Rome Trout Brook.

New Methods

Photo credit: Lea Ramirez

Last season we developed new survey maps showing the probability of
invasive aquatic plant (IAP) survival based on 4 variables. This season we
implemented the use of the probability maps to give more time to removal
efforts in our 4 current infestations (Upper Belgrade Stream not pictured).

New probability maps based on 1) sediment type, 2) plant density, 3) topographical features, and 4) depth.

Tracking the Infestation

This season we developed a new method of mapping to track the density
and distribution of variable milfoil in Great Meadow Stream. The red areas
represent monocultures - areas consisting only of variable milfoil, the orange
areas are roughly 50:50 variable milfoil vs native plants, and the yellow areas
represent scattered variable milfoil plants or 25:75 variable milfoil vs overall
area natives. Before removal efforts in 2019, 21% of Great Meadow Stream
was covered in variable milfoil. After removal efforts in October, only 6% of
the stream was covered by variable milfoil. While this is significant progress,
these areas can become reinfested and plants often regrow. Therefore, the
stream will be mapped again in the spring to account for these factors and to
develop our plan for next year.

Great Meadow Stream before and after removal efforts in 2019.

Generous individuals, Maine Department of Environmental
Protection, North Pond Association, East Pond Association,
McGrath Pond Salmon Lake Association, Belgrade Lakes
Association (major support for Great and Long Ponds), and
the towns of Belgrade and Rome helped fund the effort.
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7 Lakes Alliance’s First Conservation Property in North Pond Watershed
Working with a generous landowner, Virginia Hunter, 7 Lakes Alliance created
our first conservation easement in the North Pond Watershed and our largest in
Mercer at 205 acres.

This easement will allow public access for education and recreation. Hiking
trails may be developed in the future. This property has valuable riparian habitat,
including 46 acres of wetlands and 2.5 miles of streams. It also provides 44
acres of critical Inland Waterfowl & Wading Bird Habitat and considerable deer
wintering habitat.

By creating this easement, 7 Lakes Alliance protects a major tributary to North
Pond, Pattee Brook. The easement protects 44 acres of important Inland
Waterfowl and Wading bird habitat. This property contains 158 acres of working
forest, and is now under a Forest Management Plan. Working with generous
landowners to create conservation easements, we protect natural resources like
forests, waterbodies, and habitat for wildlife.

Newly conserved wetlands connected to Pattee Brook, a major
tributary to North Pond.

“I had the great good fortune to grow up on a working farm in Mercer. In addition to the fun of watching cows being milked, eggs being collected, pigs being fed,
there was the bounty of a large vegetable garden to enjoy plus wild raspberries and
several apple varieties, not to mention the infamous choke cherries.
Access to North Pond provided innumerable hours of swimming, boating, fishing
and waterskiing.
I am grateful that a local Land Trust was there when the time came to preserve my
parents’ property. As my father told me, “Hold on to the land. They’re not making
any more of it.””
 							- Virgina Hunter
Map of Hunter Easement Property showing the 44 acres
of wetlands and 2.5 miles of streams.

Secchi Suggests Positive Results for Alum Treatment!
Danielle Wain, PhD, Lake Science Director, 7 Lakes Alliance
In 2018, 7 Lakes Alliance, East Pond Association, and other partners conducted the largest alum
treatment to date in New England. In summer 2018, after the first phase of treatment, East Pond had
excellent water clarity (Secchi depth > 15 ft). In 2019, the average Secchi depth was 19 ft, about 7 ft
deeper than the average in years prior to the treatment, and the minimum secchi depth was 15 ft – so
even better than last year!
While early indicators suggest that the alum treatment was effective, we are continuing to monitor
Secchi, oxygen, phosphorus, and algae to understand how the ecosystem has changed after the treatment. There has been a significant reduction in algal biomass since the treatment, and consequently
a reduction in the number and size of the zooplankton that eat the algae. Zooplankton are a key food
source for young fish, and thus are an integral part of the food chain. This is commonly observed after
alum treatments and the zooplankton population typically rebounds within a couple of a years.

Secchi depth in East Pond from 2015-2019. Data collected by 7
Lakes Alliance and Colby College.

We are also conducting experiments to help determine how long the alum treatment might last. East Pond was one of the larger alum treatments conducted and
there is little data for longevity on large lakes. Sediment transport from untreated to treated areas can reduce treatment life, so we have placed a sediment trap
near the water quality buoy so we can measure how much new sediment is deposited in the treated area. With the help of Camp Manitou, we also measured the
currents induced by wake boats to see if they can impact the treated lake sediments. We are still processing this data, but will share the results soon!

Colby College Interns Collect and Analyze Data
Through the Colby College-7 Lakes Alliance Water Quality Initiative, six
Colby students spent the summer doing research on the Belgrade Lakes. Emily Visco ’20 and Sarah Vaughn ’20 were back for their third summer, and
led the field sampling and lab analysis of the water samples. Charlie Cobb
’20 spent the summer analyzing algae samples on the FlowCam at 7 Lakes.
Madi Lavigne ’21 led the charge on developing analytical chemistry methods to detect cyanotoxins. Hannah McGrath ’22 organized the Great Pond/
Long Pond citizen science Gloeotrichia campaign. Jordan McClintock ’22
assisted in the field and with analyzing data from Goldie. Our Colby interns
allow us to accomplish incredible science each summer!
7 Lakes Alliance board member, Mel Croft and Jasper fishing on East Pond

Thanks to Wells Fargo for their significant support of our 2019 water quality interns.

Volunteers shore up lakefront at Travis Mills veterans
retreat in Rome

7lakesalliance.org

centralmaine.com/2019/09/03/volunteers-shore-up-lakefront-at-travis-mills-veterans-retreat-in-rome/
By Staff Report Kennebec Journal
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Youth Conservation Corps: The Most Projects in One Season!
In 2019, the Youth Conservation Corps (YCC) completed more
projects than ever before! The YCC is a team of high school and
college students that dedicate their summer break to protecting the
water quality of the Belgrade Lakes region. The program aims to
decrease soil erosion that contributes to harmful algal blooms.
In 2019, the YCC consisted of three crews to meet the growing
demand for projects. They completed 119 Best Management Practices
(BMPs)- varying from planting flowers to designing and installing
infiltration steps. Some additional milestones of the 2019 season
include working with Pine Tree Camps, Crystal Springs, and the
Travis Mills Foundation.
Preventing erosion is the most efficient and cost-effective way to
prevent harmful algal blooms.

Jake Violette, YCC Project Manager

Kennebec Journal

YCC Installs Buffer Garden at Travis Mills Veteran Retreat
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– Brandy Cain, Executive Director, Travis Mills Foundation
“One of the largest attractions of our retreat is our lakefront,” said Brandy Cain, executive
director of the Travis Mills Foundation. “We know that our veteran families enjoy Maine’s
At
freshest waters because we all have a shared interest in the viability of our lakes. By taking

Photo: Retired United States Army Staff Sergeant Travis
Mills joins 7 Lakes Alliance Youth Conservation Corps,
BLA, LakeSmart, and Travis Mills Foundation volunteers.

7 Lakes Alliance we could not protect the
watershed without your help!

We are
1/3 asking for your help in protecting the watershed.
Whether you can commit to once a week, or once a year,
we would love to have you!

A dedicated volunteer:
John Biddiscombe

Linda Rice and Woody Woodsum collecting water quality samples on North Pond

While the 7 Lakes Milfoil Crew,
New England Milfoil, and Friends of
Messalonskee removed invasive milfoil
south of Wing Mills Dam, John collected
floating fragments along side the 3 crews.
He has pledged to continue surveying the
north and south side of Wing Mills Dam
in effort to keep Long Pond safe from the
aggressive plant, variable milfoil.

Ready to get involved? Here are some ideas how..
•Inspect boats at local boat launches as a CBI looking for invasive
plants and animals.
•Commit to surveying shoreline for invasive plants.
•Join the stewardship in creating and maintaining trails in our 10,000
acre conservation lands!
•Help cover the gallery by welcoming visitors, answering questions,
and selling trail maps!
•Monitor conservation property by becoming a land steward, walking property boundaries and report on the status of a property.
• Help us advertise, stay in touch with volunteers and members, and
get our name out there!
If you have a skill that you think we could benefit from,
please let us know!

Peter Kallin, PhD, 7 Lakes Alliance
board member explaining the Atlantic
Salmon life-cycle to students

A CBI inspecting a kayak before
entering East Pond.

Lake Trust definition: Lake Organizations working colaboritively on science and programs.
“7 Lakes Alliance is the heart and soul of Lake Trust. Without Danielle [Wain]’s leadership and all the programs that you sponsor, all of the
Associations would be disconnected. We are all stronger when we share ideas and projects together as a watershed.”
Linda Rice, North Pond Association
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U.S. EPA’s Sandra Fancieullo Visits North
Pond Erosion Control Project Sites
In September, 7 Lakes Alliance’s Charlie Baeder and Lauren Pickford led a
tour of North Pond erosion control project sites to Sandra Fancieullo from
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), Wendy Garland, Addie
Halligan, and Amanda Pratt from the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). Together they discussed projects like YCC’s work at
Pine Tree Camps and rebuilding Merrow Lane in Smithfield. Both of these
projects were designed to reduce soil pollution into North Pond- and subsequently the Belgrade Lakes Watershed.
Worldwide, soil erosion is the most prevalent source of pollution; it carries excess nutrients from fertilizers and natural sources directly into water
bodies causing adverse effects. As soil erodes into our lakes it carries phosphorus- which fuels algal blooms.
The “319 Program” refers to the US EPA Clean Water Act grant program
that funds work to improve water quality. Administered in Maine by the
DEP, the program funds projects in watersheds that have a US EPA-approved management or protection plan.
In the Belgrade Lakes watershed, East Pond, North Pond, McGrath
Pond-Salmon Lake, and Long Pond, all have US EPA-approved management
or protection plans. These plans take years to develop and require close collaboration between 7 Lakes Alliance and lake associations.
Plans are good for 10 years, and the Long Pond Management Plan expires in
January 2020. BLA and 7 Lakes are planning to update the Long Pond Management Plan in 2021. The Great Pond Management Plan is being developed
at this time to be completed by December 2020.

U.S. EPA, Maine DEP, and 7 Lakes Alliance staff, discussing erosion
control measures on North Pond to protect water quality.

The Latest in 319 Funding
In August, 319 Program funding; $118,758
awarded for North Pond NPS Watershed Protection Project, Phase II.

North Pond was stricken by an algal bloom in
2018, and this funding will help North Pond
protect their water quality for the future.

Since 1999, 7 Lakes has received 319 grants of $1.14 million leveraging
matching funds that have resulted in $1.7 million in erosion control projects
throughout the Belgrade Lakes Watershed. A 319 grant also helped fund the
$1.1 million East Pond alum proect in 2018.
Part of the funding provided by the 319 Program is directed towards education and outreach. Each year 7 Lakes organizes a summer Road Workshop to
promote lake-friendly gravel road design and maintenance.

“I am always impressed during my trips to Maine and the recent
trip was no exception. There is just no substitute for seeing
319 projects first-hand in the field and meeting some of the
hardworking people behind the projects. It is very heartening
to see the energy, commitment and careful work invested
in 319-funded projects. I believe Maine’s NPS watershed
framework is strong, in large part, because of the partnerships
DEP fosters, and because of the truly impressive technical
knowledge and commitment from both paid staff and volunteers
at the watershed level. Please pass along my sincere thanks
to everyone involved with the project tours and meetings. I
appreciate everyone’s time and hard work.”

Route 137, project to protect water quality (Lake View Drive),
MDOT, North Pond

Funding for this project, in part, was provided by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under Section
319 of the Clean Water Act. The funding is
administered by the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection in partnership with US EPA

Sandra A. Fancieullo, Regional Nonpoint Source Coordinator,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 1

We loved seeing you at
our events this
summer!
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Conservation Options for Landowners
A variety of land conservation tools are available to you and can be custom-made to meet your needs. If you would like to conserve a valued property, there
are many techniques from which to choose.
A conservation easement is a voluntary agreement between a property owner and a land trust in which the land owner agrees to limit the development of a
property in exchange for the land trust’s commitment to protect the conservation values of the property forever. The land owner retains ownership of the land
with the ability to sell it or to pass it on to heirs, and may receive an income tax benefit for the easement donation. An easement provides many benefits like
water quality protection, recreation, historic preservation, scenic views, education, and wildlife habitat. Each easement is uniquely developed to support the
needs of the landowner, landscape, and easement holder.
By donating land to a conservation organization directly the land will be protected forever. And, by donating land in your will, you can enjoy the property
throughout your life while providing for its long-term care and stewardship. In exceptional circumstances we may purchase property for sale that has
significant ecological value.
7 Lakes Alliance stewards 40 conservation properties in the form of fee ownership or easement. Fee ownership is where the land trust is the owner of the
property. 7 Lakes Alliance holds 22 fee properties we acquired through generous donation or purchase. 7 Lakes holds 18 easement properties including several
easements on working farms and forests. Together, we are able to protect water quality and habitat while supporting local agriculture.
To discuss conservation options for your land contact us at 207-495-6039. To learn more about easements and other land conservation tools visit
7lakesalliance.org

Toxic algae – Are our lakes safe?
Danielle Wain, PhD,
Lake Science Director, 7 Lakes Alliance
It was hard to avoid the multiple sad news stories this summer of
beloved family dogs dying after swimming in algae-infested lakes.
While there have been no reports of such occurrences in Maine,
those of us who recreate on our lakes can’t help but worry about the
safety of pets and children. In the Belgrades, the risk is currently low,
but this can change rapidly if we don’t take care of our lakes and
watersheds.
The type of algae of concern are blue-green algae, otherwise known
as cyanobacteria. Under certain conditions, cyanobacteria have
evolved to produce toxins to gain a competitive advantage in the
ecosystem. Some of these toxins, such as geosmin, are generally
harmless to humans and are mostly a concern because they make the
water have an organic smell and taste, which is particularly a nuisance
for drinking water supplies. But other toxins, such as microcystin,
can have adverse effects on humans and animals if consumed in
sufficiently high quantities.
Cyanobacteria are a part of most lake ecosystems and are present in
all of the Belgrade lakes to varying degrees. Cyanobacteria thrive in
warm phosphorus-rich waters and are able to out-compete other types of algae due to various evolutionary adaptations. They typically start to dominate in
August. But just because they are present, does not mean they are producing toxins! Why and when cyanobacteria produce toxins is currently a hot topic
in the water research community – there are no good answers yet that allow us to predict when it will happen. But generally, if your lake doesn’t have an
algal bloom, you are unlikely to have toxins in your lake. But if your cove or shoreline is green, it is best to avoid letting your pet drink from the lake and
be sure to rinse yourself and children off well after going in.
Monitoring cyanotoxins is complex and expensive. Thus it is not currently part of standard water quality measurements. Through the 7 Lakes AllianceColby College Water Quality Initiative, methods are being developed at Colby to help detect microcystin, but they are currently still experimental. We
hope to be able to monitor microcystin in the future!
Climate change is expected to exacerbate cyanobacterial blooms, because they thrive in warmer water. The first step is keeping
phosphorus out of the lakes to reduce cyanobacteria and making sure our lakes stay resilient into the future.
Anabaena (Dolichosperma), the most common type of cyanobacteria in the Belgrades and is a known microcystin producer. Image
courtesy of Michaela Oberkfell (7 Lakes Alliance-Colby College Water Quality Initiative Intern).
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4 mile hike opened through

Prevented Variable Milfoil
from entering East Pond

469 acre preserve

Fogg Island Preserve, in Mt. Vernon offers bog
bridges and views of pristine wetlands.

700+ water samples collected

0 new infestations found

129 temperature and oxygen profiles, 129 Secchi
disk readings to monitor all 7 lakes in the watershed.

volunteers and staff surveyed miles of shoreline
looking for invasive aquatic plants.

10,033 boats inspected

for invasive hitchhiking plants and animals by 29 Courtesy Boat
Inspectors on all lakes.
114 erosion control projects. The Youth Conservation
Corps work to improve water quality by decreasing erosion in the watershed. In 2018, they completed projects
on all 7 lakes with the support of towns and lake associations.

119 Youth Conservation Corps projects

The YCC improves water quality by
decreasing soil erosion in the watershed.

Conserved 459 acres

for a total of 9,458 acres. This land provides vital
habitat to native species, water quality
protection, hiking trails, and much more.

33,435 gallons removed

of invasive variable milfoil from Great Pond and Great
Meadow Stream, Rome Trout Brook, Belgrade Stream
and Robbins Mill Stream.

7 Lakes Alliance first Easement in
North Pond Watershed

and largest in the Town of Mercer to protect North Pond
water quality and important wildlife and wetland habitat.

Thank you! Together we are
making an impact for the
Belgrade Lakes Watershed.
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Ensuring our future requires that
we do some things now.
The health and well-being of our community is linked to the health of the
natural world around us. The Belgrade Lakes are now under attack from
harmful algae and invasive plants, and the open spaces we hold dear – both
wetlands and highlands – are under constant threat of development.
Remedying these problems before they do great damage will require more
cooperation, increased collaboration, and far greater resources to insure
that our children and grandchildren enjoy the pristine lakes and lands of
our youth, that our natural resources-based economy continues to flourish,
and that the Belgrade Lakes Region remains a healthy and uniquely
beautiful place to live, grow, and enjoy a high quality of life. Please
consider a gift to 7 Lakes Alliance.

Please volunteer & donate... Visit 7lakesalliance.org
for more information.

Please consider a gift to 7 Lakes Alliance. It takes people, equipment, and
funds to conserve our lands and waters! Donations are made in many forms
such as cash, real estate, bequests by will or trust, stocks, and annuities.
If you’re considering a gift please contact Laura Rose Day at
laura.roseday@7lakesalliance.org or 207-931-7710.

Photo Courtesy of Ryan Burton

A thing is right when it tends to preserve the
integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community.
It is wrong when it tends otherwise.
							
-Aldo Leopold

Events to look forward to...
Metaphyton with Scott Williams, Lake Stewards of Maine
November 20th, 4:30 pm
Have you ever wondered what the cotton candy like clouds of algae near your
shoreline are? The catch-all term for this type of algae is “metaphyton” and it can
include all sorts of algae and cyanobacteria species. Scott will bring us up to date
on knowledge of metaphyton, what causes it, and what we can do about it.

Holiday Stroll in the Village - December 7, 4:00 pm
Full Moon Snowshoe Across Great Pond - February 9, 2020, 5:00 pm
Cross-Country Ski Trips - Check facebook or the website after fresh
snowfall.

Stay in touch by following us on Facebook
or checking
Photo Courtesy of Ryan Burton
out our website for event details 7lakesalliance.org

